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Abstract. With the electromagnetic frequency getting higher and higher, the
distance between the sensors is becoming smaller and smaller, so the mutual
coupling is increasingly obvious, it will lead to the mismatch between actual and
ideal array manifold. Therefore, a novel mutual coupling error calculation
approach in direction of arrival (DOA) estimation for mixed wideband signals is
provided in this paper. First, the signals are transformed on the focusing fre-
quency. Then root finding is employed for determining the far-field signals.
Finally, mutual coupling error can be calculated according to the orthogonality
of far-field signal subspace and noise subspace.
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1 Introduction

Direction of arrival (DOA) estimation has developed very rapidly in recent years [1–5],
and many excellent algorithms has been proposed, such as multiple signal classification
(MUSIC) [6], ESPRIT [7], maximum likelihood [8] and so on, all of them can achieve
a high precision and resolution capability under ideal condition, but they are always not
in common use due to the complex circumstance. One of the reasons is the mutual
coupling effect in the array, it is the interference among sensors. Due to the unam-
biguous demand for the array in direction of arrival (DOA) estimation, the interval of
the adjacent sensor is often not allowed larger than half of the wavelength, which leads
to the serious mutual coupling, then estimation result will deviate the actual direction,
so we need to fundamentally resolve this kind of problem.

In recent years, mutual coupling error calculation has attracted many scholars.
Generally speaking, they can be classified into active calibration and passive
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calibration, the former needs a known source in advance: Zhang and Zhu [9] proposed
two kinds of compensation algorithms, but they both need to set a standard source; Ng
and See [10] presented a maximum algorithm to compensate the no calibration damage,
and it has very obvious improvement. The latter omits the hardware, but increase the
computation: Friedlander and Weiss [11] opened the door to the passive calibration;
then Sellone and Serra [12] provided a method through minimum mean square itera-
tion; In [13], researchers studied the calibration methods for the special array structure,
comparing with the active calibration, this kind of method has more computation. All
the researchers above have shown the effect of the mutual coupling to the DOA
estimation, they also greatly promoted the practical application of corresponding
techniques, but there are rare published literatures in DOA estimation for mixed
signals.

A novel mutual coupling calculation method in DOA estimation for mixed far-field
and near-field wideband signals (abbreviate as FS and NS) is provided in this paper.
First, the signals are transformed on the focusing frequency. Then root finding is
employed for determining the far-field sources. Finally, mutual coupling error can be
calculated according to the orthogonality of far-field signal subspace and noise
subspace.

2 Array Signal Model

Define the wavelength of the signal is k, D is the array aperture, l is the distance
between the signal and the reference. Generally speaking, if l [ [ 2D2=k, it will be
in the far-field; if l 2 ðk=2p; 2D2=kÞ, it will be in the near-field. As is shown in
Fig. 1, assume that N1 far-field and N2 near-field wideband signals impinge onto a
uniform linear array with 2Mþ 1 sensors from directions of h ¼ ½h1; � � � ; hN1 ;
hN1 þ 1; � � � ; hN �, the middle sensor is deemed to be the origin, and N ¼ N1 þ N2,
0 \ h \ p, the space of sensors d is half of the wavelength of the center frequency,
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Fig. 1. Signal model
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and N1, N2 is assumed to be known beforehand, we divide output of array into J parts,
that is

XðfiÞ ¼ Aðfi; hÞSðfiÞ þ EðfiÞ ði ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; JÞ ð1Þ

where Aðfi; hÞ is the array manifold

Aðfi; hÞ ¼ ½aFSðfi; h1Þ; � � � ; aFSðfi; hN1Þ; aNSðfi; hN1 þ 1Þ; � � � ; aNSðfi; hNÞ�
¼ AFSðfiÞ; ANSðfiÞ½ � ð2Þ

where AFSðfiÞ ¼ ½aFSðfi; h1Þ; � � � ; aFSðfi; hN1Þ� is the array manifold of FS; ANSðfiÞ ¼
½aNSðfi; hN1 þ 1Þ; � � � ; aNSðfi; hNÞ� is the array manifold of NS, here

aFSðfi; hn1Þ ¼ ½expð�j2pfis�Mðhn1ÞÞ ; � � � ; expð�j2pfisMðhn1ÞÞ�T ð3Þ

and

smðhn1Þ ¼ m
d
c
coshn1ðm ¼ �M; � � � ; �m; � � � ; 0; � � � ; m; � � � ; M;

n1 ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; N1Þ ð4Þ

is the delay for sn1ðtÞ arriving at the mth sensor with respect to the origin, meanwhile

aNSðfi; hn2Þ ¼ ½expð�j2pfis�Mðhn2ÞÞ � � � ; expð�j2pfisMðhn2ÞÞ�T ð5Þ

according to the geometrical relationship, we can deduce the smðhn2Þ from Fig. 1.

smðhn2Þ ¼
ln2 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2n2 þ mdð Þ2�2ln2mdcoshn2

q
c

ð6Þ

reference Taylor series [14], Eq. (6) can be transformed into

smðhn2Þ ¼ m2d2

4ln2c
cos2hn2 þ 1

c
md coshn2 � m2d2

4ln2c
ð7Þ

and

SðfiÞ ¼ SFSðfiÞ; SNSðfiÞ½ �T ¼ S1ðfiÞ; � � � ; SN1ðfiÞ; SN1 þ 1ðfiÞ; � � � ; SNðfiÞ½ �T ð8Þ

here SFSðfiÞ ¼ ½S1ðfiÞ; � � � ; SN1ðfiÞ�T is signal vector of FS, SNSðfiÞ ¼
½SN1 þ 1ðfiÞ; � � � ; SNðfiÞ�T is that of NS. EðfiÞ is the Gaussian white noise matrix with
mean 0 and variance r2, then corresponding covariance matrix is
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RðfiÞ ¼ 1
Z
XðfiÞXHðfiÞ

¼ 1
Z
Aðfi; hÞSðfiÞSHðfiÞAHðfi; hÞ þ r2ðfiÞI

¼ RFSðfiÞ þ RNSðfiÞþ r2ðfiÞI

ð9Þ

the covariance matrix of FS is RFSðfiÞ ¼ 1
Z AFSðfiÞSFSðfiÞSHFSðfiÞAH

FSðfiÞ, that of NS is
RNSðfiÞ ¼ 1

Z ANSðfiÞSNSðfiÞSHNSðfiÞAH
NSðfiÞ, Z is the sampling times at fi.

The degree of mutual coupling is closely related to signal frequency, when there is
mutual coupling among sensors, perturbation matrix can be expressed by WðfiÞ, we
itemize Q corresponding the freedom degree of the array, according to the property of
uniform linear array, the mutual coupling among sensors is independent with one
another, then we know WðfiÞ can be expressed as

WðfiÞ ¼

1 c1ðfiÞ � � � cQðfiÞ
c1ðfiÞ 1 c1ðfiÞ . .

.

c1ðfiÞ cQðfiÞ
..
. . .

. . .
. . .

.

cQðfiÞ
. .
.

1 c1ðfiÞ
cQðfiÞ c1ðfiÞ 1

2
666666666664

3
777777777775

ð10Þ

where cqðfiÞ ðq ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; QÞ is the mutual coupling coefficient, when the distance
between two sensor is q, signal frequency is fi, the steering vector of the array can be
revised to

a0ðfi; hnÞ ¼ WðfiÞaðfi; hnÞ ðn ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; NÞ ð11Þ

corresponding array manifold is

A0ðfi; hÞ ¼ ½a0ðfi; h1Þ; � � � ; a0ðfi; hNÞ� ¼ WðfiÞAðfi; hÞ ð12Þ

so the array output is

X0ðfiÞ ¼ A0ðfi; hÞSðfiÞ þ EðfiÞ ¼ WðfiÞAðfi; hÞSðfiÞ þ EðfiÞ ð13Þ
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3 Proposed Method

The covariance matrix at the present time is

R0ðfiÞ ¼ 1
Z
X0ðfiÞ X0ðfiÞð ÞH

¼ 1
Z
A0ðfi; hÞSðfiÞSHðfiÞ A0ðfi; hÞð ÞH þ r2ðfiÞI

¼ 1
Z
WðfiÞAðfi; hÞSðfiÞSHðfiÞAHðfi; hÞWHðfiÞ þ r2ðfiÞI

¼ R0
FSðfiÞ þ R0

NSðfiÞ þ r2ðfiÞI

ð14Þ

then we can employ coherent signal method (CSM) [15] to transform the information
on the focusing frequency

R00ðf0Þ ¼ 1
J

XJ
i¼1

TðfiÞR0ðfiÞTHðfiÞ ð15Þ

here TðfiÞ ¼ U0
Sðf0Þ U0

SðfiÞ
� �H is the transforming matrix, U0

SðfiÞ is the signal eigen-
vector of R0ðfiÞ, f0 is the center frequency, then we can deduce the MUSIC spatial
spectrum of FS

PMU�FðhÞ ¼ 1

a0FSðf0; hÞ
� �HUEðf0ÞUH

E ðf0Þa0FSðf0; hÞ
¼ 1

aHFSðf0; hÞWHðf0ÞUEðf0ÞUH
E ðf0ÞWðf0ÞaFSðf0; hÞ

¼ 1
Y

ð16Þ

where UEðf0Þ is the noise subspace of R00ðf0Þ, for the sake of analyzing the equation
easily, we express the mutual coupling error with another shape

wðfiÞ ¼ ½1; c1ðfiÞ; � � � ; cQðfiÞ�T ¼ ½1; wT
1 ðfiÞ�T ð17Þ

combining [11], Wðf0ÞaFSðf0; hÞ can be written as another form

Wðf0ÞaFSðf0; hÞ ¼ Gðf0; hÞwðf0Þ ð18Þ

where Gðf0; hÞ ¼ G1ðf0Þ þ G2ðf0Þ, and

½G1ðf0Þ�a;b ¼ ½aðf0; hÞ�aþb�1; a þ b � 2M
0; otherwise

�
ð19Þ
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½G2ðf0Þ�a;b ¼ ½aðf0; hÞ�a�bþ 1; a � b � 2
0; otherwise

�
ð20Þ

then we can abbreviate Y as

Y ¼ aHFSðf0; hÞWHðf0ÞUEðf0ÞUH
E ðf0ÞWðf0ÞaFSðf0; hÞ

¼ wHðf0ÞGHðf0; hÞUEðf0ÞUH
E ðf0ÞGðf0; hÞwðf0Þ

¼ wHðf0ÞDðf0; hÞwðf0Þ
ð21Þ

where Dðf0; hÞ ¼ GHðf0; hÞUEðf0ÞUH
E ðf0ÞGðf0; hÞ, the DOA of FS can be solved by

minimizing (21). wðf0Þ is not null matrix, so wHðf0ÞDðfi; hÞwðf0Þ ¼ 0 sets up only if
Dðf0; hÞ is singular, then h1; � � � hN1 can be estimated by solving N1 roots of the
determinant of Dðf0; hÞ below

det½Dðf0; hÞ� ¼ 0 ð22Þ

Then we can use the orthogonality between noise and signal space of FS, that is

U0
EðfiÞ

� �Ha0FSðfi; hn1Þ ¼ U0
EðfiÞ

� �HWðfiÞaFSðfi; hn1Þ ¼ 0ð2Mþ 1�NÞ�1 ð23Þ

combining the information of h1; � � � ; hN1 , we have

U0
EðfiÞ

� �Ha0FSðfi; h1Þ
..
.

U0
EðfiÞ

� �Ha0FSðfi; hN1Þ

2
664

3
775 ¼

U0
EðfiÞ

� �HGðfi; h1Þ
..
.

U0
EðfiÞ

� �HGðfi; hN1Þ

2
664

3
775wðfiÞ

¼ HðfiÞwðfiÞ ¼ B1ðfiÞ..
.
B2ðfiÞ

� �
1

w1ðfiÞ

� �
¼ 0N1ð2Mþ 1�NÞ; 1

ð24Þ

where B1ðfiÞ is the first column of HðfiÞ, and B2ðfiÞ is the other parts of HðfiÞ, then we
can estimate the mutual coupling error as

ŵ1ðfiÞ ¼ �pin B2ðfiÞð ÞB1ðfiÞ ð25Þ

here pin() means solving the pseudo-inverse, then WðfiÞ can also be obtained according
to (10), and the number of sensors and the signals must satisfy 2M þ 1 [ N1 þ N2,
the method we proposed is suitable for mutual coupling error calculation in DOA
estimation for mixed wideband signals, so we call it MCW for short.

4 Simulations

The structure of the array is illustrated as Fig. 1, consider two FS and two NS impinge
on a uniform linear array with 8 sensors from ð50�; 60�Þ and ð70�; 80�Þ, the frequency
of the signals limited in 0.8 GHz–1.0 GHz. The band is divided into 9 frequency bins,
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suppose that the freedom degree among sensors Q = 2, mutual coupling perturbation
vector wð1ÞðfiÞ ¼ ½c1ðfiÞ; c2ðfiÞ�T ¼ ½a1ðfiÞ þ b1ðfiÞj; a2ðfiÞ þ b2ðfiÞj�T, a1ðfiÞ and
b1ðfiÞ is selected between (−0.5–0.5) randomly, a2ðfiÞ and b2ðfiÞ is selected
between (−0.25–0.25) randomly; SNR is 12 dB, the sampling times at every frequency
is 30, 300 Monte-Carlo simulations are repeated, their average values are deemed as the
final results, Figs. 2 and 3 have shown the mutual couple estimation of c1ðfiÞ and c2ðfiÞ
at every frequency, where fi − A means actual value at the ith ði ¼ 1; � � � ; 9Þ fre-
quency bin, and fi − E is the corresponding estimation.
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Fig. 2. Mutual couple error estimation of c1
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Fig. 3. Mutual couple error estimation of c2
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It can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3, the MCW method can effectively estimate the
mutual couple perturbations, especially when the frequency is near to the center fre-
quency. As the center frequency corresponds to half of the wavelength, so it is more
precise than the other parts. Then we can use these results to calibrate the array and
acquire the actual DOA of the wideband signals.

5 Conclusion

A novel mutual couple error calculation approach in DOA estimation for mixed
wideband signals is provided in this paper. First, the signals are transformed on the
focusing frequency. Then root finding is employed for determining the far-field
sources. Finally, mutual couple error can be calculated according to the orthogonality
of far-field signal subspace and noise subspace. However, it just applies to uniform
linear array, we will be committed to study the technique for planar array in future.
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